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Visure Solutions Launches IRQA 4.3

New Requirements Engineering features extend traceability, project management and filtering
as well as use case and test management capabilities

Madrid (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- Today Visure Solutions announced the latest version of its flexible and
complete Requirements Engineering Lifecycle solution, IRQA 4.3. In this version IRQA cements its position as
one of the best requirements solutions on the market for traceability and change impact analysis. This release
broadens the gap between Visure and other tool vendors and provides full end-to-end traceability between
requirements, glossaries, change requests, use cases, test cases, defects, and other elements in the requirements
lifecycle.

IRQA 4.3’s new project management capabilities helps customers with a large number of projects stay
organized by assigning them custom attributes, such as the responsible department, project status, cost and
more. Projects can be easily accessed and managed by classifying them by their attributes.

IRQA’scentralized database contains all the information required for the entire requirements lifecycle, allowing
users to access information according to their roles or responsibilities. The new filtering capability allows any
user, including non-technical users, to perform advanced searches across the entire project to quickly and easily
find detailed information.

Tests and use cases are directly related to requirements, but are often overlooked in other requirements
solutions. IRQA’scollaboration platform allows users to incorporate, review and validate tests and use cases
and foster agreement between stakeholders. A new discussion forum for tests and use cases provides a
structured forum to communicate and share information in an organized manner.

Fernando Valera, IRQA Product Manager, said, “Through innovation and applied expertise, we continuously
strive to address customer and market needs. IRQA 4.3 takes Requirements Engineering to a new level. No
matter how your organization typically approaches requirements and software and systems engineering, IRQA
4.3 is flexible enough to support your requirements and your process for better results.”
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Contact Information
Ana Malumbres
Visure Solutions
+34 91 806 17 10

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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